November 21, 2017

Center for Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships
Office of Intergovernmental and External Affairs
US Department of Health and Human Services
Attention: RFI Regarding Faith-Based Organizations
Hubert Humphrey Building
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington DC 20201
VIA EMAIL
CFBNP@hhs.gov
RE:

RFI Regarding Faith-Based Organizations
HHS-9928-RFI

Center for Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships:

Freedom Network USA (FNUSA), established in 2001, is a coalition of 51 non-governmental
organizations and individuals that provide services to, and advocate for the rights of,
trafficking survivors in the United States. Our members include former prosecutors, civil
attorneys, criminal attorneys, immigration attorneys, and social service providers who
have assisted thousands of trafficking survivors. Together, our members provide services
to over 1,000 trafficking survivors annually, including legal representation, case
management, and referrals for medical care. Trafficking survivors are a diverse community,
including all gender identities, ages, and religious and cultural backgrounds.
FNUSA is committed to a human-rights based approach to services for human trafficking
survivors. This includes ensuring that all survivors have unrestricted access to evidencebased, non-judgmental medical care, including comprehensive reproductive health services
and mental health care. All survivors must be allowed to choose the services that are
appropriate to their needs, and must be allowed to refuse services that conflict with the
survivors’ religious beliefs and access services that may conflict with the provider’s
religious beliefs. The choice lies with the survivor, the recipient of HHS-funded
services, not with the provider (the HHS grantee or contractor).

The request for information (RFI) entitled “Removing Barriers for Religious and FaithBased Organizations to Participate in HHS Programs and Receive Public Funding” indicates
that the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is considering expanding
religious exemptions in HHS programs and activities or eliminating recipient protections
outright. Allowing taxpayer-funded providers to use a religious litmus test to determine
whom they serve and which services they will provide would undermine HHS’s mission
and unconstitutionally entrench discrimination in social services and health care. This
directly conflicts with HHS’ mission, which is “to enhance and protect the health and
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wellbeing of all Americans.” 1 In order to achieve that mission, one of the primary goals of
HHS is to “eliminate[ ] disparities in health, as well as [to increase] health care access and
quality.” 2 HHS programs exist to benefit the individual recipients of services, not to benefit
contractors or grantees.

Religious beliefs are overriding standards of care, and HHS should not consider
allowing such discrimination
Faith-based organizations have a long and successful history of partnership with HHS,
playing an important role in delivering health and social services to communities in need.
Yet some faith-based organizations have also used HHS funds to discriminate and withhold
needed services—and HHS regulations have allowed this to happen. Religion has been
invoked in countless ways to deny individuals access to social services and health care,
including birth control, sterilization, certain infertility treatments, abortion, 3 transitionrelated medical care for transgender patients, 4 reproductive health care for trafficking
victims, 5 and end of life care. 6 LGBT individuals have been denied appropriate mental
health services and counseling 7; a newborn was denied care because her parents were
lesbians 8; a woman suffering a miscarriage was denied prescription medication 9; and an
individual was denied his HIV medication, 10 all because of someone else’s religious beliefs.
A provider’s religious beliefs should never determine the services that an individual
receives.
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HHS should not consider allowing entities to discriminate in hiring
This RFI and other actions the Administration has taken, such as the so-called “religious
liberty” guidance issued by Attorney General Sessions, indicate that the Administration is
poised to allow government-funded organizations to refuse to hire someone who does not
act in accordance with particular religious beliefs. This could include someone who doesn’t
regularly attend religious services, is married to a person of the same sex, undergoes a
gender transition, gets divorced, uses birth control, or is pregnant and unmarried. The
Department should reject such efforts—HHS grantees and contractors should not be
allowed to discriminate against those they serve and employ.

The use of religion to discriminate has been rejected in other contexts and should
not be expanded in social services and health care
Attempts to discriminate in the name of religion are nothing new. Faith-based
organizations have long tried to deny individuals the services they need or opt out of
nondiscrimination requirements in the name of religious beliefs. Shortly after the
enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, prohibiting discrimination based on race in
public accommodations, the owner of a restaurant chain argued that the Act violated his
religious beliefs opposing integration and that he should therefore be allowed to exclude
African-Americans from his restaurant. 11 Two decades later, Bob Jones University used the
same argument. It wanted to maintain its policy denying admission to “applicants engaged
in an interracial marriage or known to advocate interracial marriage or dating” but still get
special tax status reserved for institutions that don’t discriminate —all justified by
reference to religious belief. 12 Other entities have argued that they should be allowed to
pay women less or give them inferior benefits based on religious beliefs that “the husband
is the head of the house.” 13 When faced with equal pay and employment discrimination
laws that require employers to treat women equally, these institutions argued those laws
were an infringement of their religious liberty. 14 Just as courts have rejected these attempts
to discriminate in the name of religious beliefs, HHS must abandon any consideration of
expanding discrimination in social services and health care.
The U.S. Constitution and federal law prohibit HHS from creating religious
accommodations that will harm third parties
The RFI solicits comments on whether to provide accommodations to entities with
religious objections, but the RFI fails to ask about the effect any accommodation would
have on program effectiveness, program beneficiaries, or the entities’ employees. The U.S.
Constitution and federal law require HHS to consider the impact any accommodation
would have.

The Constitution bars HHS from crafting “affirmative” accommodations within its programs
if the accommodations would harm program beneficiaries. The Constitution commands
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that “an accommodation must be measured so that it does not override other significant
interests”; 15 “impose unjustified burdens on other[s]”; 16 or have a “detrimental effect on
any third party.” 17

The Administration may point to the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA), 18 but that
statute is triggered only when the government “substantially burdens” religion. It cannot
be used to justify rules that further “respect for” religious exercise. Even then, if the
government has a compelling interest and the law is narrowly tailored to further that
interest, RFRA does not require a religious exemption. In Hobby Lobby, the Supreme Court
made clear that the impact on third parties of any accommodation must be “precisely zero”
because there was a way in which the federal government could ensure that employees
received seamless contraception coverage, even if their employer objected to providing
coverage. 19 Additional religious exemptions that enable entities receiving taxpayer funding
to refuse to provide critical social and health care services on the basis of religious
objections would undoubtedly harm third parties—those they are intended to serve.

Expansion of accommodations for religious entities will most hurt those who already
face barriers to services
Denying individuals the services they need undermines the very purpose of the taxpayerfunded service or program and will exacerbate the very health and wellness disparities
HHS should be focused on alleviating. Expanding religious exemptions will fall hardest on
those who already face barriers to accessing servcies. Women have been charged more for
health care on the basis of sex and have continually been denied health insurance coverage
for services that only women need. 20 Religiously affiliated organizations that receive
federal grants to care for unaccompanied immigrant minors, many of whom are sexually
assaulted before they reach HHS custody, have argued they are entitled to refuse to provide
them critical reproductive health care, including access to or even referrals for abortion
and contraception, as required by law. 21
Far too many LGBTQ people are denied the care they need because of their sexual
orientation, or gender identity. In a survey examining discrimination against LGBTQ people
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in health, more than half of respondents reported that they have experienced at least one of
the following types of discrimination: being refused needed care; health care professionals
refusing to touch them or using excessive precautions; health care professionals using
harsh or abusive language; being blamed for their health care status; or health care
professionals being physically rough or abusive. 22 Further “accommodation” of religious
entities threatens to increase discrimination against these and other communities and
thereby worsen health care disparities that HHS should be working to reduce.

HHS should stop seeking to protect entities that use religion to discriminate and
should reprioritize its mandate to serve the public
The focus of HHS programs should be to assist individuals in need of critical services and
supports by increasing access, supporting individual decision making and informed
consent, and prohibiting discrimination in the provision of human services. Given the
significant threat posed to the health and well-being of millions of vulnerable individuals,
as well as the lack of any statutory authority for doing so, HHS must abandon this attempt
to allow providers, health plans, or other entities to be able to use religion to engage in
taxpayer-funded discrimination. Instead, we urge HHS to turn its focus to addressing health
disparities and ensuring equal access to services regardless of race, color, national origin,
religion, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, or disability.
I can be reached at jean@freedomnetworkusa.org if you have any questions or need any
further information or explanation.
Sincerely,
Jean Bruggeman
Executive Director
Freedom Network USA
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